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Alcoi, Alicante 03801
Authentic "Masia", in need of renovation, is looking for a motivated buyer with great ideas to createsomething very special out of this amazing large and characterful property.
“The Old Masia” built in 1900 approximately and located in the city of Alcoy. The building has 638m²of space and has a plot of 26.526m². The views are captivating, and with this amount of m² plot itmeans it has enough land required by the law to renovate this house into a beautiful Casa Rural(guesthouse). It has 3 separated levels with private entrances. The 3 levels offer at this moment 7bedrooms and 1 bathroom, as well as 2 lounges, 2 dining rooms and 2 kitchens area, and a huge atticwith potential to create 3 to 4 more bedrooms or self contained apartment.
The peaceful garden in need for some revamping and is separated into different parts, each parthaving its own utility such as the olive orchard, the relax area, lots of parking space.
In order to solve any structural stability issues that can be found usually in these old residences, afterthe purchase in 1969, the owner did install adjustable tie rods (traction cables) from facades tofacades and this on the 3 levels. This kind of work is also used in churches and cathedrals andensures the stability of the property.
Pass the entrance gate and discover a large driveway which guides you to the parking to the property.
On the ground level you will discover:
Entrance room and dining room of 47m² with open fire, kitchen of 26m² with a pantry/lounge of24,43m² 2 bedrooms of 12m² and 17m² 2 staircases to the upper floor, bathroom of 3m²
On the first floor you will find:
Lounge of 20m², dining room of 26m², bathroom, kitchen of 14m², bedroom of 17m², bedroom of 20m²,bedroom of 15m², bedroom of 13m², internal staircase of 12m² that leads to the attic.
The attic of 152m² offers:
A large open space and 3 other rooms for storage that could be converted to more bedrooms
The outside area offers:
A fountain in need of renovation, huge orchard full of olive trees, large grass area, lots of parkingspace and a large driveway/garage of 98m²
More:
Mains water from the grid, electricity from the grid, window shutters, open fire, gas hot water, gaskitchen equipment, septic tank, local tv, sold furnished, annual IBI tax 202.78€, annual garbage tax31.28€
“The Old Masia” has panoramic views of its own land.
Located only 5’ from the center of Alcoy, 45’ from the white beaches of Alicante, 50’ to Alicante airport& 1 hour to Valencia airport.
Don’t miss the opportunity to take possession of this old charm with lots of potential.
Alcoy is called the city of the 4 bridges which are rather emblematic bridges spanning ravines andriver. It is a rather unique city. Set within incomparable natural landscapes and enjoying two NatureReserves.
A stroll through the city center will provide glimpses of the city's rich history from its medieval turrets tothe modernist heritage which can be seen everywhere.
If eating is more your thing, you will find a wealth of tapas bars and restaurants where you can enjoytypical local dishes. You shouldn't forget to try the locally made, traditional coffee liquor!
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